Course Information

Sanjay Lall and Stephen Boyd

EE104
Stanford University
Teaching staff

- course developed by Lall and Boyd
- 2024 instructor Stephen Boyd, course assistant Nikhil Devanathan
Course mechanics

- basic class info, lectures, on class web page: ee104.stanford.edu
- announcements and forum: ed
- homework: gradescope
Course requirements

- weekly homework, due Fridays
- 12 hour takehome final exam, available over a (wide) time window
- we will use the Julia programming language
- and the Flux machine learning package
Prerequisites

introductory or basic course in each of:

- linear algebra, *e.g.*, engr108
- programming, *e.g.*, cs106a
- probability, *e.g.*, ee178 or cs109, may be taken concurrently with ee104